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ANNEXURE 2
1. Executive Summary
1.1 Introduction
Saint Helena Developments Limited (SHDL) will seek planning permission from the St
Helena Government (SHG) to develop and build a luxury residential estate of 150 units.
The development will be known as ‘Trade winds Ocean Village’.
The primary objective of the development is to align with the SHG tourism development
strategy for the island through creation of an upmarket housing estate to promote
foreign investment into St Helena Island whilst simultaneously creating a facility to
accommodate tourists such as to take best advantage of the opportunities created by
the new airport and the future air access improvements.
Part of the existing site has historically provided a popular but informal camping and
picnicking area for local Saints, a dedicated area has been allocated to formalise,
improve and maintain this facility through providing upgraded and applicable facilities
amounting to approximately 8 acres.
1.2 Development Overview
The development shall be a standalone and self‐contained complex with anticipated
improvements comprising of the following primary aspects;
1.2.1 Housing Units – 150 units with an option to potential buyers of six different design
types
1.2.2 Communal facilities for residents – Including Pool, Club house and tennis court
1.2.3 Residents Parking area
1.2.4 Saints communal facility – Including camping and picnic sites, BBQ areas, children’s
adventure and playground area and ablution facilities.
1.2.5 Service area – Including Reception, Managers house, Laundry and Back of house
stores and Maintenance and Operations facility.
1.2.6 Nature walks – The site has existing trails which the developer will improve and add
to same to create access to all areas of the site and specific view‐points to create the
sense of a natural estate living experience.
1.2.7 Existing Stone wall – The existing stone wall on the lower reaches of the site,
although not listed, is in a state of disrepair and it is the Developers intention to
rehabilitate this wall back to its original state through the course of the project.
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1.3 Site Description & Conditions
The site is situated on the North Western side of the Island adjacent to Lemon valley on
what is historically known as the “Horse Pasture” site.
The site is slightly sloping on the upper reaches and gradient increases as one moves
down the site towards the coast providing an ideal situation for a staggered and
terraced freestanding home development such as to optimise and enable unrestricted
ocean views from all dwelling units.

The site falls outside of the Green heartland area and is mostly covered in common
“invasive” vegetation, ground conditions are mostly loamy sand on the upper slopes
and hard and rocky on the lower areas of the site.
There are some existing ground roads and paths that traverse the site which are
anticipated to be incorporated into the final proposed internal roads and paths
network.
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2. Planning and Development Statement
2.1 The Applicant
The company St Helena Developments Limited is a special purpose company
founded in 2018 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Trade Winds Corporation Plc
(TWCPLC). TWCPLC has property investments in the United Kingdom, South Africa
and on the Island of St Helena. The Company is supported by British and
International investors and prior to and since inception have done extensive
research into the commercial possibilities of expanding the economy of St Helena
through tourism.
The Company has engaged with leading consultants and experienced experts in the
required fields to undertake the proposed development. All of the company’s
current funding requirements are met through interest free shareholder loans.
2.2 The Proposed development
The proposed development is for a high value tourism facility encouraging
international investors to own property on St Helena Island through single or
fractional ownership, with the ability to place wholly owned properties into a
‘rental pool’ to be released through the hotel for short term tourist related lets.
Units will be freestanding homes varying in design depending on owner’s
preference of size, style and budget. At this stage there are six designs, unique to
this proposed development, which is expected to satisfy a range of requirements.
The development will be managed and maintained within an overall program to a
high standard to ensure best tourism experience for visitors in conjunction with the
mandates of the St Helena tourism board.
The development is intended to be as self‐sustainable as far as practically possible
in its functionality and operation and will seek to utilise renewable energy and
green technologies where possible – these are described in more detail in the later
sections of this document.
Housing shall remain unfenced or partitioned to allow a sense of open‐ness in
shared common areas.
It is intended that the construction of the Development will be implemented in
Phases (ANNEXURE 10 – Site Layout) such as to allow for earliest occupation of
completed homes thus contributing additional tourist beds to the market, sooner
rather than later.
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As a construction methodology the development intends making use of a well‐
established and proven prefabricated timber building system which will be
imported in “kit‐form” out of South Africa and assembled on site.
A pilot project was constructed in Sapper way and was in compliance with
prescribed regulatory requirements on all levels, the system is also inherently
flexible in design and implementation methodology. As such it will meet the
building approval regulations which may be implied upon this development.
Timber buildings have a natural aesthetic appeal and low environmental and visual
impact which lends itself to such an environment.
Timber buildings offer no compromise and have been used globally for hundreds of
years and have proven with the correct application to provide matched longevity to
any other form of construction methodology. Some of the world’s oldest timber
buildings were built in the 16th century and are still in use today.
Due to the predominantly steep topography and eco sensitive nature of the island
the homes will be constructed on elevated timber structures supported on
concrete and timber piles with the added advantage of optimising views but most
importantly, through this method, the steep slopes can be accommodated with low
environmental impact on the building footprint and surrounding areas Thus also
negating the need for mass and bulk excavations into the hillside which would be
required using conventional concrete slab with brick & mortar construction
methods, in order to create building platforms.
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Timber has been used as a construction element for hundreds of years and has
proven longevity and with the advancement of technology and preservation
methods such longevity is substantially extended. All timber components are
pressure treated and preserved to SABS and internationally compliant standards
against decay and pest infestation.
As an additional precautionary measure against the prevalent termite situation on
St Helena a termite barrier will be deployed at foundation level using a combination
of concrete stub columns with timber pile supports with termite barrier between,
typically as is depicted below;

A patented and proven wall system developed by T&B Log homes over a period of
35 years will be used for the primary structures – Refer to “ANNEXURE 5 ‐T&B Log
Homes Brochure” for company and product information.
It is intended that completed buildings will be supplied to buyers in a “Turn‐key”
format fully furnished and ready for occupation.
Potential Buyers will have the option of six (6) design models without option to
amend or select external finishes and primary design elements such as to maintain
uniformity of design for the development as whole – Refer to “ANNEXURE 7 –
Trade Winds House Types” & “ANNEXURE 8 – Rational Design Certificate”
Internal finishes and equipment will be offered on a limited selection basis within a
budgetary allowance model – Refer to “ANNEXURE 6 – Generic Specification of
finishes”
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A preliminary general specification schedule of finishes is attached hereto.
Proposed floor plan options are attached hereto. “key” data of each unit type are
scheduled below.
Open
Patio
m2

Covered
Patio
m2

GROSS
m2

TYPE

Bedrooms

Bathrooms

Internal
m2

A1
A2
B
C
D

4
4
3
3
2

4
4
3
3
2

155.02
178.44
180
152.75
112.25

36.84
25.29
0
21.56
27.49

6.81
50.37
105
39.32
48.79

198.67
254.10
285.00
213.63
188.53

E

2

2

123.18

14.5

39.32

177.00

Architectural plans of proposed units are attached as the following Annexures;
ANNEXURE 11 ‐ TYPE A1
ANNEXURE 12 ‐ TYPE A2
ANNEXURE 13 ‐ TYPE B
ANNEXURE 14 ‐ TYPE C
ANNEXURE 15 ‐ TYPE D
ANNEXURE 16 ‐ TYPE E
As has been previously stated and as far as practicably possible, an energy efficient
development is intended of which an integral part includes the efficiency of the
buildings themselves which has direct influence on the infrastructure and services
required to support them.
Timber homes by their very nature provide excellent thermal insulation properties
which by design and inclusion of complementary materials create an optimal
situation, this situation is optimised through the Rational design applicable to each
building – Refer to attached, which provides data on a typical rational design of a
Timber log home.
The Development aims to optimise the available space on the site while still
retaining comfortable proximity between homes, public buildings and service areas
which are as shown on the attached Site development plan ‐ “ANNEXURE 10”
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The table below provides “key” data pertaining to the proposed improvements to
the site;

Description

Area
(m2)

Residential Housing Area
Camp & Picnic

388,530
32,210

Gross site area

420,740

150 Homes at Average of
220m2
Managers House
Service & Maintenance
building
Laundry
Club house and pool

33,000
58
131
128
369

Total area

34,687

% Site Coverage
Parking areas
Parking area (Estate)
Parking area (Camp & Picnic)

c. 8%
Bays
150
40

It is anticipated that Communal facilities for residents will be limited to a small Club
house, Pool and Tennis Court. This will encourage owners and tourist visitors to
explore the Island and make use of the available local facilities and services.
Vehicular access onto the development will be limited thus the inclusion of a large
parking area on site located at the entrance including sufficient parking for each
home owner. Circulation around the development for residents will be via electric
golf carts such as to limit the impact of developing a full scale road network on the
development.
An enclosed Service area will be provided on the development to manage the
operational side of the development and is anticipated that local service providers
will need to be engaged to provide the additional operational support. Facilities to
be provided on the development will be limited to;
a. Managers House
b. Laundry and Housekeeping storage area
c. Back of house storage area
d. General maintenance building
e. Refuse area
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The existing site in its current form includes a historic camping and picnic area
which the development aims to relocate, as shown on site development plan and
improve by providing the following;
a. Dedicated parking area
b. Ablution and Kitchen wash up facility
c. Constructed BBQ areas including shaded “Lapa” area at each
d. Children`s playground area and adventure course including Jungle gym
equipment
Refer to “ANNEXURES 17,18 & 19”, which provide details of the allocated location
and areas on the site with proposed improvements.
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3. Services & Sustainability statement
3.1 Introduction
Any development of this nature and in such an environment must aim to achieve and
find balance in four primary objectives in design when approaching Bulk services and
Operational functionality;
a.
b.
c.
d.

Least impact environmentally
Least visual impact aesthetically
Operational longevity
Low maintenance and operational demand

The above is achieved thorough investigation and consultation with experts in these
respective fields and collaboration with consultant role players, including, but not
limited to Design Engineers, Development managers, Municipal service providers and
Environmental consultants. The Developer has engaged same and such team shall form
an integral part of the design development and implementation phases.
Preliminary designs based on investigations to date have been conceptually developed
and are proposed as detailed below.
3.2 Internal roads and Transport
In keeping with the environmentally friendly and “Green” approach to this
development whilst also taking into consideration the nature and topography of the
land a fairly simple and managed approach will be applied.
Vehicular access will be limited to the entrance of the development only thus the
inclusion of the parking area adjacent to the development entrance. On site
transport will be limited to electric powered buggies for residents with similar type
buggies being used for the operational aspects of the project including
Housekeeping, Laundry, maintenance etc.
By virtue of the fact that the project will be Phased, primary access roads will need
to be retained for construction purposes and also periodic bulk maintenance
operations thus a network of limited Vehicular roads with interlinking cart paths will
be adopted.
The site in its current form includes various ground roads accessing various areas of
the site and to ensure least additional impact on the existing site these have been
used as the “backbone” of the proposed new Road / Path network.
The above is subject to final design refinement in consultation with the respective
Engineers and Environmental consultants however is proposed as is represented on
“ANNEXURE 20 – Internal Roads Layout”.
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Typically it is anticipated that primary vehicle roads will be surfaced with compacted
gravel / stone surface while cart paths by virtue of the topography of the site will be
a combination of suspended timber, concrete strips and compacted gravel surfaces.
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3.3 Bulk Electrical system
Housing units are planned to be energy efficient primarily utilising a mix of
connected mains and Solar systems including focus and taking cognisance of the
use of;
a. LED Lighting
b. Gas or energy efficient electric cookers
c. Energy efficient appliances and equipment
d. If A/C of consideration by the buyer then of energy efficient inverter type.
e. Day/Night sensor type external light fittings
f. Solar water heating and external solar path lighting
g. All external lighting to be low light‐pollution design
The entire internal electrical distribution network will be carefully designed to
blend in with the development as well as the natural environment. All structures,
equipment and switchgear will be low profile, following natural contours. The
environmental management plan for the development will form an integral part of
the specification and requirements construction work.
Primary power supply to each dwelling unit shall be via a two 500 KVA supplied and
located by Connect and distributed from the two step‐down transformers.
A Buggie carport will be constructed at each dwelling unit providing facility for solar
panel installation thus creating a charging station at each home.
Hot water supplied via a separate 0.9/1kWp PV array / MPPT / Geyser wise
controller and PTC AC/DC dual element.
The development will be supplied from a 11 kV, 1MW, bulk metering unit agreed to
be supplied by “Connect”.
After the bulk metering unit a ring main unit will be installed that will feed 2 off Mini
subs via a 35mm x 3 Core PILC 11 / 6,35kV underground cable. Mini subs will be 1 off
500kVA and 1 off 315kVA both with built in ring main unit and copper wound
transformers and LV compartments.
This will feed a network of PVC/SWA/PVC/PVC copper 4 core underground cables via
glass fibre kiosks, complete with Mains switch / Buss bars / tariff breakers and kWhr
meters.
Underground cables from kiosks will form final connection to dwelling units.
Low level energy efficient area lighting is anticipated to be installed in public areas,
roads and pathways.
Preliminary Electrical design is as reflected on attached – “ANNEXURE 21 – Electrical
Design”
The above is all subject to final design refinement and ratification by the appointed
electrical Engineer, once planning approval has been granted.
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3.4 Bulk Water system
The proposed development takes cognisance of the challenging water supply
situation on St Helena and is as such proposed to be designed to be primarily stand‐
alone thus having minimal impact and demand on the municipal availability. Subject
to final Engineering calculation, detailing and design the proposed system is
anticipated to incorporate the following;
1. Primary supply ‐ Rainwater harvesting into bulk storage
2. Secondary supply – Supplementary supply from proposed dam construction
on adjacent property
3. Secondary (Alternate) supply– Supplementary supply from desalination plant
at Lemon valley, subject to relevant approvals and only if needed.
Anticipated average annual rainfall is relatively low (Table below) and in certain
months of the year it is estimated that the proposed system may be challenged
however can be compensated through creating sufficient on‐site bulk storage.

The project offers potential buyers six design options comprising of 4,3&2 bedroom
sizes, the configuration or ratio for the project as a whole will be subject to sales
demand however as a basis for calculation the Developer has estimated the
expected number of each, as is reflected in the table below for the preliminary
calculation of bulk water demand.
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The developer further anticipates a maximum peak occupancy of 65% at any one
time and projects a safe bulk storage duration for low rainfall periods of 12 Days. See
Average demand projection table below;
Average daily demand and Bulk storage
TYPE
A1
A2
B
C
D
E

Beds /
Type

Projected
QTY /
Type

4
4
3
3
2
2
TOTALS

Maximum Maximum
Pax
Pax

ADD
(135L
pp/Day)

Bulk
Storage

(100%
Occupancy)

(65%
Occupancy)

20
35
30
25
20
20

160
280
180
150
80
80

104
182
117
98
52
52

14040
24570
15795
13163
7020
7020

168480
294840
189540
157950
84240
84240

150

930

605

81608

979290

(12 Days)

* Values indicated are in Litres (L)

Each dwelling unit will include a 5000L plastic water tank for direct rainwater
harvesting and will be integrated to form part of the proposed bulk storage system
and reticulation design and in such we calculate as follows;
BULK STORAGE REQUIREMENT
BULK DEMAND
LESS: WATER STORAGE AT EACH DWELLING (5000L X 150)

979290
750000

Note: No consideration is taken of Rainwater tanks to be located at Public &
Service buildings

BULK STORAGE REQUIREMENT

229290

The proposed water supply system can be described as follows and schematically
represented below:
1. 150KL bulk storage facility located at upper end of site at service area including
solar powered UV, filter and circulation pump system with pressure pumps
supplying;
2. Bulk water reticulation network supplying dwelling units and service buildings
3. 100KL bulk storage facility located at lower end of development including solar
powered UV, filter and circulation pump system, supplied from;
4. Gravity fed from 5000L water storage tanks located at each dwelling unit,
primary supply from tank overflow and secondary from tank itself through
change over valve. Dwelling unit tanks to include Solar powered UV circulation
pump at each dwelling.
5. 150KL bulk facility supplied from 100KL facility at lower end of site via Solar
powered mains pump activated through simple float switch or ball valve and in
the alternate pump also connected to mains electrical supply.
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6. Secondary supply to 150KL station from adjacent site dam storage via Osmosis
water treatment plant and pump system
7. Secondary supply in the alternate and only if required via a desalination plant
located at Lemon valley and pumped up to 150KL storage station.
8. Surplus water from dam storage may be made available to Connect to supply
local community.
It is anticipated that these bulk reservoirs will be sized and scaled upwards in
calculated increments as the phases of the development evolve. It is proposed that
these tanks will be ”flat‐pack” aluminium frame & panel type with PVC linings set on
concrete raft slabs. This will allow easier shipping and installation. Where ground
conditions allow, they will semi‐subterranean or will be concealed with a suitable
planting scheme.
Schematically represented as follows;

Refer to “ANNEXURE 22 – Rainwater Harvesting Concept” attached hereto as a
schematic representation of the proposed rainwater harvesting system at each
dwelling unit.
The above all subject to final Engineers design.
3.5 Waste water management system
By virtue of the topography, rocky ground conditions and Phased approach to the
development of this project a central waste water treatment system would be high
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maintenance, impractical and cost prohibitive and in such an alternative solution
needed to be sought.
The sloping ground conditions across the site lend itself to the use of non‐
mechanical Trickle filter type systems which have already been used extensively
and successfully on St Helena. Various products are readily available out of South
Africa and subject to further investigation in the form of percolation testing and
Engineering design a suitable and applicable system will be selected. A typical
example of the proposed system would be the “Biolytix” product which is described
and represented in the attached – “ANNEXURE 9 – Waste Water Treatment”
It is proposed that to ensure more efficient management and least disturbance to
the site these trickle filter systems will be installed on a larger scale to support
multiples or clusters of homes as opposed to installing a single unit per home.
3.6 Storm water management
By virtue of the sloping topography of the site surface storm water will need to be
and can be effectively managed by making use of the existing gradients and slopes
by adding low earth berms and “stone pitching” mechanisms with primary objectives
being the following;
a. Reduce the speed of water flow across the site
b. Manage and control the flow direction of surface water
c. Disperse surface water evenly across the site without concentrating dispersal
into a single area
d. Manage the dispersal of water into adjacent storm water catch pits or channels if
available. (Roads and paths)
This approach, in consultation with the landscape architect, environmental
consultant and civil Engineer, will be deployed on both the areas surrounding each
dwelling as well as adjacent to the respective roads and cart pathways.
Refer to attached hereto as a schematic representation of the proposed storm water
management system in the area around a typical home dwelling. “ANNEXURE 22 –
Rainwater Harvesting Concept” This is conceptually designed in conjunction with
the Rainwater harvesting system by virtue of the fact that overflows from water
storage tanks will need to be managed on a similar basis.
The proposed earth berms and swales do not need to be of large size and are
installed merely as a means to control the direction of water flow, positions
indicated on site plan below are projected based on contour plan and final locations
and planning will be best done on in‐situ after risk areas have been identified.
Considering that the proposed construction methodology is of low impact to the site
and does not require complete clearing of the sit or any form of bulk excavations it is
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anticipated that the existing vegetation on the open areas of the site will remain
intact or will be able to be rehabilitated to original state thus providing a good base
to avoid erosion of the sub soil through flow of surface water.
Proposed earth berms will be shaped , formed and well compacted and planted over
with local grass or shrubbery in order to maintain their integrity and avoid erosion of
same during high rainfall and surface water flow.
Size and shape of berms will vary depending on slopes and heights of contours over
which surface water is to be managed but on average will be approximately 1000mm
in width and 300mm in height. Height should not be of such that during high rainfall
surface water is prevented from flowing over the top of the berm. Rock swaling can
also be installed behind the berm, within in catchment / flow area to assist with
subsoil drainage.

3.7 Refuse and waste management
Refuse and waste management forms an integral part of the functional and
operational structure of the development and facility for same is proposed to
include a dedicated refuse area / enclosure at each unit to be serviced by the
operational team for collection and storage at a bulk holding facility located at the
service area of the development adjacent to the main parking area for collection /
removal by the municipal service or private sector service provider.
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3.8 Health and Safety
The site will be secured with access point at the main entrance to the development
only, risk on St Helena would be considered extremely low however Tourists may
well feel more secure in a managed environment despite such low risk.
A health, safety and emergency evacuation plan will be developed as part of the
development operational plan.
By virtue of the separated nature of the proposed buildings on the site risk of fire
spread is relatively low and in such the need for a bulk fire main, hydrants etc
would not be deemed necessary however it is anticipated that each unit including
Public and Service buildings will be equipped with fire protection equipment and
safety plans. A small water bowser type fire‐fighting vehicle can be provided to
serve both the Trade Winds Ocean Village and Trade Winds Golf Resort
developments, if deemed necessary.
4. Environmental statements
Refer to “ANNEXURES 3 & 4” being the Environmental Impact Assessment and the
Environmental Management Programme.

Further information is obtainable from paul.osullivan@tradewindsplc.com
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